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Disclaimer

The information in this presentation is confidential and proprietary to SAP and may not be disclosed without the permission of SAP.
Except for your obligation to protect confidential information, this presentation is not subject to your license agreement or any other service
or subscription agreement with SAP. SAP has no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this presentation or any related
document, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein.
This presentation, or any related document and SAP's strategy and possible future developments, products and or platforms directions and
functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time for any reason without notice. The information in this
presentation is not a commitment, promise or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. This presentation is provided
without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, or non-infringement. This presentation is for informational purposes and may not be incorporated into a contract. SAP
assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this presentation, except if such damages were caused by SAP’s intentional or gross
negligence.
All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from
expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of their dates,
and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
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Challenge Data Management

Challenge Data Management
1. Consistent Approach
An uniform approach by means of regional or global
standards is difficult to implement and ensure

2. Data Quality
Poor, confusing data quality as a result of weak data
management

3. Inconsistencies
Clear and well-founded decisions impossible

4. Data Corpse
Cause of duplicates or even orphaned data

5. System Expenses
Increase costs and resources of maintaining a system

6. Innovation Detaining
Hamper the continuous implementation of useful innovations
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Our solution DCM

Our solution DCM
Delivery Approach and Scope
 Individual analyses of SAP data via freely definable inspection criteria
 Identifying and localizing data errors
 Targeted execution of specific processing procedures

Value and Benefits
 No additional individual ABAP programs for data analysis required
 Monitoring internal guidelines for data maintenance
 Improvement in data quality
 Data checks throughout the entire business process  early process error identification
 Global and uniform inspection and analysis frontend for all data records of a SAP system
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Our solution DCM
Step – Preparation of Inspection Criteria


Definition of DCM Rules and link them to DCM Routines



Creation of an as flexible and optimal as possible inspection process



Potential to analyze all data within SAP beyond the standard SAP functions

Step – Data Analysis and Evaluation Based on the Prepared Inspection Logic


Execution of analyses and evaluations based on prepared inspection criteria



Tailoring the volume of inspected data to the relevant target group with flexible restriction options



Documentation of data accuracy and quality via storing the DCM Inspection

Step – Data Processing and Correction as Response


Supporting target groups making well-founded decisions



Allowing reactions to reduce error sources and inaccurate, incorrect data records
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Component overview DCM

Component overview DCM
Control of Business Object Dependencies

General
 Customizing
 Changes only possible via SAP

Transaction
 /SAPLOM/DCM_BO_DEP (via DCM expert mode)

Features
 What is a business object? (DB table field reference)
 Of which DB tables a business object consists? (DB
table dependencies)
 Configuration of DCM Cockpit selection screen
 Configuration of DCM Cockpit result screen
 Configure dependencies to other business objects
(enable cross-BO inspections)
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Component overview DCM
DCM Rules/Routines

General
 Application

Transaction
 /SAPLOM/DCM_R

Features
 DCM Rule; comparison of DB table fields …
– with another DB table field
– with a DB table field value (via reading of current data of
corresponding DB table field)
– with a freely defined value
 DCM Routine
– Linkage of DCM Rules and/or DCM Routines
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Component overview DCM
DCM Cockpit – Inspection Result Management

General
 Application

Transaction
 /SAPLOM/DCM

Features
 Inspection Result Management
– Show and/or save new inspection run
– Show and/or save re-run of existing inspection with same
settings in continuous intervals; DCM release independent
– Load existing inspection run
– Delete existing inspection runs

 Inspection Content
 Selection Restriction
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Component overview DCM
DCM Cockpit – Inspection Content

General
 Application

Transaction
 /SAPLOM/DCM

Features
 Inspection Result Management
 Inspection Content
– Appliance of one or more prepared inspection criteria
– Inactive/invalid inspection criteria are detected

 Selection Restriction
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Component overview DCM
DCM Cockpit – Selection Restriction

General
 Application

Transaction
 /SAPLOM/DCM

Features
 Inspection Result Management
 Inspection Content
 Selection Restriction
– Reduce the volume of inspected data
– Tailor the analysis to particular target groups
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Component overview DCM
DCM Cockpit – Inspection Result
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Thank you.
For more information about our SCM Consulting Solutions contact
SCM-Consulting-Solutions@sap.com

Further information DCM

An individual description of DCM can be found:


On its OSS note 1653328



On its documentation page in the SAP Help Portal

The DCM is embedded into the SCM Consulting Solutions Suite. Further information can be found:


On the SCM Consulting Solution Fiori launchpad



On the Overview of SCM Consulting Solutions in the SAP Help Portal



On the individual SCM Consulting Solution product page in the SAP Help Portal



On the implementation services landing page for inventory optimization
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Follow us

www.sap.com/contactsap
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